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Location: Poleymieux  au Mont d’Or
Compound of the Ampere Family

� Educated based on Rousseau theories directly by 
his father, Jean-Jacques.

� Never went to school.
� A genius as soon as 13 years old.
� A “Prodigy child” learn Latin and other languages.
� Teach himself the works of Bernouilli and Euler in 

Latin.
� Professor of Mathematics, Italian, Chemistry, 

Mathematics and Physics at 22.
� Member of the Academy in 1814 (39 years old).



Entrance room: 
History of the Museum



Poleymieux  au Mont d’Or
� André-Marie lived there from 7 to 20 years old. His wife 

and his child stay there a few more years.
� Museum inaugurated on July 1, 1931.
� Picture of Hernand & Sosthenes Behn, re-purchased the 

house to make a museum (Founders of ITT in the USA in 
1920). They were from a French Mother and Danish 
Father. Studied in France and emigrated to New York 
after graduation.

� Gave as a gift to the SFE (Société Française des 
Electriciens) in 1928.

� Hernand died in France in 1933 in a retirement villa.



Room of the Three Amperes.



The House of Ampère -Partners



Curator: Mr. Georges Asch



Plate on the life of Ampere.



Definitions (ANSI/IEEE Std 100)

Ampere (1) (metric practice). That 
constant current which, if 
maintained in two straight parallel 
conductors of infinite length, of 
negligible circular cross section, 
and placed at one meter apart in 
vacuum, would produce between 
these conductors a force equal to 
2x10-7 newton per meter of length 
(Adopted by the 9th General 
Conference on Weight and 
Measures in 1948). 1 meter

F F



ANSI/IEEE Std 100

� Ampere (2) (circuits and 
systems). A unit of 
electric current flow 
equivalent to the motion 
of 1 coulomb of charge 
passing any cross 
section in 1 second. 

� 1 coulomb is the amount of electrical charge in 
6.241×1018 electrons or other elementary charged 
particles. 

I coulomb / 1 second



André- Marie Ampere

•Called the “Newton of Electricity”.

•House changed to the “Museum of Electricity”.

•Wikipedia: “André-Marie Ampère (January 20, 
1775 – June 10, 1836), was a French physicist who 
is generally credited as one of the main 
discoverers of electromagnetism. The ampere unit 
of measurement of electric current is named after 
him. The Ampere's Museum is in Poleymieux-au-
Mont-d‘Or (near Lyon, France).”



When he became famous.

In 1881, the International Congress of 
Electricians gave the name of Ampere 
to the unit of intensity of electrical 
current, and this unit was first defined 
from the law of electrolysis. It was 
modified and defined directly from the 
electromagnetic forces between two 
parallel current such as described by 
Ampere.  



Other Definitions (Wikipedia)

� Ampere “The ampere
(symbol: A) is the SI 
base unit of electric 
current equal to one 
coulomb per second. It 
is named after André-
Marie Ampère, one of 
the main discoverer of 
electromagnetism”. 

I coulomb / 1 second



The man: André- Marie Ampère
•Ampère's fame mainly rests on the service that 
he rendered to science in establishing the 
relations between electricity and magnetism, and 
in developing the science of electromagnetism, or, 
as he called it, electrodynamics. On September 11, 
1820 he heard of H. C. Ørsted's discovery that a 
magnetic needle is acted on by a voltaic current. 
Only two weeks later, on September 25, he 
presented a paper to the Academy of Sciences 
attracts or repulses an other voltaic current. In the 
next months he established the laws of the 
phenomena.



Many other expressions…
Ampere-conductors (distributed winding) ( rotating machinery)

Ampere-turns

Ampere-hours capacity (storage battery)

Ampere-hour efficiency (storage cell) (storage battery)

Ampere-hour meter

Ampere’s Law (Magnetic field strength produced by an electric current)

Ampere turn per meter

Ampere-turns (rotating machinery)

Ampere-conductors (asynchronous machine)

Ampacity = current carrying capacity expressed in amperes, of a wire or 
cable under stated thermal conditions.



André- Marie Ampère.

Ampere was a scholar.

His interests were in:

Mechanical Arts, Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Arts, Chemical Engineering, 
Electricity, Mathematics, Philosophy and Electricity, Mathematics, Philosophy and 
Theology, Physics & Astronomy, Poetry, and Theology, Physics & Astronomy, Poetry, and 
Natural SciencesNatural Sciences..

Today, we list 168 publications from Ampere, 
from Poetry, to Mathematics and 
Electrodynamics !!!





André- Marie Ampère.

Academy session September 11, 1820. Arago presented 
the experiences of Oersted: action of a voltaic current on a 
magnetic needle. 

Ampere chocked his audience by its findings in two weeks. 
At the Academy session September 25, 1820, Ampere 
presented the result of his analysis of the phenomena:

“New theory of Magnet, which in fact, bring back the 
phenomena to galvanism.”





André- Marie Ampère.

Ampere said when asked about Electricity:

“Electricity is just a partial differential equation”.

He was able to quantify and explain the phenomena, 
because of his strong background in Mathematics and 
partial differential equation.



André- Marie Ampère.

Ampere made many experiments on it and invented:

-The solenoid.

-The electro-magnet (Arago – Ampere).

-The manufacture of permanent magnet.

-A system to remove the natural earth magnetism.

-The galvanometer (To measure the intensity of 
current).

-The telegraph Electromagnetic.

-In about three months…….



The Electric Telegraph of Ampere.



André- Marie Ampère.

Ampere said in 1821 (he fought the subject for 5 years 
because the main stream of people did not 
understand his explanation).

“I always present the problem of a simple manner, and 
nobody want to understand.”

Ampere published in 1825:

“Theory of the electrodynamics phenomena deducted 
only from experience”. This summarized all his 
experience and concepts.

It is the “bible” of the modern electrodynamics.



Museum of Electricity

Two of the rooms of the museum 
are specialized in the tests that 
Amperes made. (Fundamental 
experiences of Electro-
mechanism of the action of 
electricity on a magnet. 
Experiences showing the electro-
dynamics actions of a current on 
an other current). Twelve others 
rooms are representative of the 
history of electricity from the 
Greeks to today.



Museum of Electricity

The galvanometer 

(To measure the 

intensity of current).

Galvanometer

According to 

Ampere design.

1826



Before he became famous.

Ampere was a very good scholar (and a chemist).

In a letter to Sir Humphry Davy (boss of Faraday), in 
1810, at the Royal Academy of London, he said that 
he has some clues that he thinks that he discovered 
the “Phtore”.  The basic component was officially 
discovered in 1813 by Davy and it was called the 
Fluor. 



Young Ampere’s Writing



First Textbook of Ampere (C. 1720)



Museum of Electricity
“The Decisive Experience: 25 September 1820.”

“Attraction 
& 
Repulsion

Between

Two 

Windings”



Ampere first drawing



Museum of Electricity



Museum of Electricity



Ampere tests



Leyden’s 
jars = first 
batteries.



Leyden’s 
jars = first 
batteries.

Museum of Electricity



The story of Electricity (Museum)

Where Ampere was performing his experimentations.



Museum of Electricity

Experiments of Brandebourg, 1663 (Purpose: to demonstrate that the 
gravity is of electrical origin.)



Museum of Electricity

Scale  of 
Coulomb

1785



Museum of Electricity

Static 
Electricity



Museum of Electricity

First 
battery by 
Volta.

Early 
1800’s.



Museum of Electricity

First modern 
electrical 
motor: Wheel 
of Barlow -
1822



Museum of Electricity

Machine 
Hydro-
Electric of 
Amstrong. In 
1840 in 
which small 
drops of 
water 
electrically 
charged 
were send 
as steam. 



Museum of Electricity

Generator of Pixii – 1832 – With a mechanical system 
transforming AC to DC with the Ampere Balance.



Museum of Electricity

Physician RichmannBenjamin Franklin



Museum of Electricity



Museum of Electricity

DC 
Generator 
of 
Gramme

1873



Museum of Electricity

Light bulb of 1889, lighted the main square in Lyon.

Thomas Edison light bulb.



Museum of Electricity

Amplifier Low Frequency 1916



The fathers of Electromagnetism

Italian                 French                         British                   Danish



The fathers of Electromagnetism

Joseph Henry
(1797-1878)

(Build & experiment the first large electromagnet, 
discovered self inductance)

American (from Scottish parents)



The fathers of Electricity
From Wikipedia:

Base units 
Coulomb, electric charge – Charles-Augustin de Coulomb

Ampere, electric current – André-Marie Ampère
Volt, electric potential, electromotive force – Alessandro Volta

Ohm, electrical resistance – Georg Ohm
Farad, capacitance – Michael Faraday

Hertz, frequency – Heinrich Rudolf Hertz
Henry, inductance – Joseph Henry

Siemens, electrical conductance – Werner von Siemens
Tesla, magnetic flux density – Nikola Tesla

Watt, power, radiant flux – James Watt
Weber, magnetic flux – Wilhelm Eduard Weber



Other units:
Kelvin, thermodynamic temperature – Lord Kelvin

Degree Celsius, temperature – Anders Celsius
Becquerel, radioactivity – Henri Becquerel

Gray, absorbed dose of radiation - Louis Harold Gray
Joule, energy, work, heat – James Prescott Joule

Newton, force – Isaac Newton
Pascal, pressure – Blaise Pascal

Sievert, radiation dose equivalent – Rolf Sievert

The fathers of Inventions



Derived units:
Centimeter-gram-second system of units

Biot, electric current; Jean-Baptiste Biot
Debye, electric dipole moment; Peter Debye

Gauss, magnetic induction – Carl Friedrich Gauss
Maxwell, magnetic flux – James Clerk Maxwell

Oersted, magnetic field strength – Hans Christian Ørsted
Galileo, acceleration; Galileo Galilei

Eotvos, gravitational gradient; Loránd Eötvös

No longer in use:
Franklin, electric charge – Benjamin Franklin

The fathers of Inventions



Others Derived units:

Angstrom, distance – Anders Jonas Ångström
Curie, radioactivity – Marie and Pierre Curie

Decibel (i.e. tenths of Bels) dimensionless proportions and ratios, 
e.g. relative power levels – Alexander Graham Bell

Degree Fahrenheit, temperature – Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit
Jansky, flux density – Karl Jansky

Neper, relative power level – John Napier
Poise, viscosity – Jean Louis Marie Poiseuille

Röntgen, dosage of X-rays or gamma radiation – Wilhelm Röntgen
Richter scale, earthquake – Charles Francis Richter

Stokes, viscosity – George Gabriel Stokes
Sverberg, sedimentation rate – Theodor Svedberg

The fathers of Inventions



Ampère was the example (1).

Stories of absent minded professor.



Ampère was the example (2).

Stories of absent minded professor.



André-Marie Ampère–1836-End

Legacy and final days
He developed a whole field because he explored with 
very good care, and developed a mathematical theory 
which not only explained the electromagnetic 
phenomena already observed but also predicted many 
new ones.
He died in Marseille and is buried in the Cemetery in 
Montmartre, Paris with his son. The great amiability 
and childlike simplicity of Ampère's character are well 
brought out in his “Journal et correspondance” (Paris, 
in 1872). 



André-Marie Ampère

Thank you for your 
attention.

The Ampère House and the Museum of Electricity,
Poleymieux au Mont d’Or, France (Near Lyon).








